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Environmental Policy refers to the commitment of an organization to the laws,
regulations, and other policy mechanisms concerning environmental issues and
sustainability. This policy is directly related to the country’s environmental legislation
and environmental, environmental management and the environmental situation of the
overall country. With the deterioration of environment, the environmental policy can
be deliberately taken to direct and oversee human activities and thereby prevent
harmful effects on the biophysical environment and natural resources, as well as to
make sure that the environment changes do not influence of human’s production, life
and health.
In this special issue, we invite front-line researchers and authors to submit original
research and review articles that explore environmental policy. In this special issue,
potential topics include, but are not limited to:
● Environmental law and tax
● Environmental monitor and assessment
● Environmental economy and policy
● Environmental protection
● Environmental management
Authors should read over the journal’s Authors’ Guidelines carefully before
submission. Prospective authors should submit an electronic copy of their complete
manuscript through the journal’s Paper Submission System.
Please kindly note that the “Special Issue” under your manuscript title should be
specified and the research field “Special Issue – Environmental Policy” should be
selected during your submission.
Also please note the following timetable:
Submission Deadline
Publication Date

April 17th, 2014
June 2014

Guest Editor:
Prof. QingWei Yan g
Chongqing Jiaotong University, China
For further questions or inquiries
Please contact Editorial Assistant at
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